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Abstract: Electronic Tickets (E-Tilang) have the advantage of faster service and have a very practical 

and fast system. Implementation of the E-Tilang system to facilitate transparency in the 

implementation of the ticket process or as a substitute for the ticket process on the spot. The 

effectiveness and efficiency of the E-Tilang system has generated various comments from the public. 

This study aims to determine the public's perception (sentiment) about E-Tilang. The data used in this 

study comes from people's tweets on Twitter about electronic tickets. This research shows that from 

the 524 Tweet data obtained, 252 people have positive sentiments, there are 98 people who have 

negative sentiments and there are people who have 174 neutral sentiments towards E-Tilang. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the innovative steps in renewal and change taken by the Indonesian government to improve the public 

service system for traffic violations is by implementing an electronic ticketing system [1]. This system is a solution 

to disciplining motorized vehicle drivers from committing many traffic violations [2]. In 2021 the National Police 

recorded that there were 2.12 million traffic violations in Indonesia. Based on data from the Indonesian Police's 

National Criminal Information Center, Among the 2.12 million traffic violations, there are 879,962 serious 

violations, 269,996 moderate violations and 965,286 minor violations [3]. 

The information system for every violation by motorists on the highway must be able to become the basis 

for prosecution for violations in the next stage, meaning that information on violations that have been committed 

by each person must always be identified by all members of the police who carry out the ticket. It's no secret that 

the practice of bribery during traffic operations often occurs [4][5].  So that is the reason that can be used as a basis 

for the National Police to start implementing a new system called the E-Tilang system. E-Tilang is a digitization 

of the ticketing process, by utilizing technology it is hoped that the entire ticketing process will be more efficient. 

In Article 272 of Law No. 22 of 2009 concerning Road Traffic and Road Transportation, it is stated that to support 

violation enforcement activities in the field of traffic and road transportation, electronic equipment can be used 

[6]. 

E-tickets have the advantage of being faster than conventional ticketing. The advantage is that this system 

is very practical and fast. The application of the E-Ticket system is to facilitate speed and convenience, 

transparency in the implementation of the ticket process or as a substitute for the ticket process on the spot. Some 

of the benefits for traffic violators with the E-Tilang system are transparency of the actions of public officials in 

government administration activities, community empowerment where the community is expected to be able to 

transmit an attitude of orderly traffic after knowing the existing regulations to those around them so as not to 

violate existing regulations [7]. The responsiveness of the authorities will be higher and more responsive and more 

responsive to public complaints in terms of traffic and justice where every violator who commits the same violation 

will receive the same fine or punishment without discrimination [8][9]. 

https://ojs3.unpatti.ac.id/index.php/variance/
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The effectiveness and efficiency of the E-Tilang system has generated various comments from the public. 

The rapid development of social media, more and more people are writing their opinion about something. Twitter 

is a social media for sharing ideas, ideas, expressions and giving opinions in the form of short texts, photos or 

videos called tweets about a product, service, political issue, or viral and other things [10][11]. 

 This prompted this research to use Twitter social media as a source of data to be analyzed in the form of 

sentiment analysis which is a process of understanding, extracting and processing textual data automatically to 

obtain information sentiment contained in opinion sentences [12]. 

One way to do sentiment analysis is to use data from social media. Thousands of submissions occur daily 

on every social media. Everyone can express their opinion through social media freely. These opinions contain 

positive, negative and neutral sentiments on a topic. Positive sentiment expresses a good opinion about a context, 

negative sentiment expresses a bad opinion in a context, while neutral sentiment expresses things that are not good 

or bad [13][14]. 

Collecting data information from Twitter can be done by integrating Website Scraping and Orange 

Information Mining tools. To make it easier to recognize the type of content from some tweet information, a text 

mining process is required for the tweet data by applying clustering techniques [15]. To group textual data based 

on the similarity of content that is owned into several clusters, so that each cluster contains textual data with similar 

content by using clustering techniques. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

2.1 Method of collecting data 

The method used in this study is the experimental method by observing the variables as the object under 

study. This experimental method is a study that evaluates a certain condition to be controlled so that one or several 

variables can be controlled. The purpose of this study is to determine negative sentiment, positive sentiment, and 

neutral.  

2.2  Research procedure 

This research was conducted in several stages, among others. 

1. Retrieval of raw data in the form of tweets using Twitter's API. Before collecting data, we must create a Twitter 

API developer account. 

2.  Identify the details of the data that will be used later to prepare for machine learning needs. 

3. After analyzing the characteristics of the data, design and implementation are carried out using features that 

are processed using a Twitter widget to collect data from Twitter according to the machine learning workflow 

based on that data. 

4. At this stage, crawl data from the Orange Data Mining application through the API with queries that must be 

filled in according to the topic applied in this study, namely e-tickets. 

5. Doing preprocessing of raw data in the form of .txt will be filtered into data in the form of quality data that is 

easy to understand and structured according to research needs. 

6. Then we enter the World cloud stage, at this stage we can see the data display and can filter out words that are 

unclear or not important. 

7. Next we enter the topic modeling stage, at this stage unclear words or data are marked with a color so that we 

can find out which words or data can be deleted. 

8. After that we insert the Heat Map widget so that in this process we have 10 topics and from topic 1 to topic 

10 we can see several people who have positive, negative, neutral arguments. 

9. When we have reached the data filtering stage and deleted data that is not important or unclear, then we enter 

the sentiment analysis. Where at this stage we can choose the Liu Hu method, we try to use Liu Hu. 
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10. Then we click the Tweet Profiler icon. In this section, we can choose the available emoticons to make it easier 

for us to determine sentiment. 

11. Then we connect the topic modeling with the Heat Map so that we can see clustering with diagram-like results. 

12. Then we connect the topic modeling with the Heat Map so that we can see clustering with diagram-like results. 

13. Then after that we place it in the Box Plot so that we can see comparisons of different sentiments. So that it 

can be proven by the tweets or tweet data that we get with various pros and cons and can achieve the results 

that we will conclude. 

14. Then we connect the topic modeling with the Heat Map so that we can see clustering with diagram-like results. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The use of Orange Data Mining displays the Text Clustering Widget Design which is presented in the 

process flow as shown in Figure 1. 

a. Widget structure in orange application 

 

Figure 1. Design Widget Text Clustering 

Data that has been crawled on Twitter will be inputted and analyzed one by one based on the object. 

Furthermore, it will be connected to the widgets needed for research so as to produce a widget design like the 

picture above. 

b. Data Crawling (twitter) 

In this research, the research data is public sentiment on Twitter regarding electronic ticketing, which is a 

recent government policy. A total of 524 tweets were obtained with the hashtags # and # electronic ticket #e-

ticket #tilang online #pelanggarantilang #tilang ambon #maluku ticket from API and twitter key token. Where 

the results will be analyzed into clusters and recapitulated so as to create the dominant word arising from the 
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status and opinions/comments. In Orange Data Mining the input data can be called a corpus. The corpus widget 

is a collection of documents that can present the number of lines of sentences, as well as determine which 

features will and will not be input for analysis purposes. 

 

Figure 2. Data text mining (twitter) 

c. Preproces text 

 

Figure 3. Preprocess Text 

Before carrying out text analysis, the implementation of text mining to process text in this case is text 

preprocessing. Text is separated into smaller units (tokens), then transformation, tokenization, 

normalization, and filtering. Steps in the analysis applied sequentially can be enabled and disabled in Orange 

Data Mining in the Preprocess Text widget. Below are the stages in the preprocessing of the text before the 

text is analyzed using Orange Data Mining. 
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a. Transformation 

The first thing to do from preprocessing text is transformation, which is the process of changing the input 

data to lowercase transformation by default. 

1. Lowercase is used to convert all text to lowercase. 

2. Remove Accents to remove all accents in the text. 

3. Parse html to find out the html tags and parse the text. 

4. Remove url to remove url from text. 

b. Tokenization  

Method of breaking text into smaller components (words, sentences, bigrams). a. Word & Punctuation 

will divide the text word by word and leave punctuation symbols as well. This example = (This), 

(example), (.) This process is done after the transformation.  

c. Normalization  

The next process is normalization which applies stemming and text lemmatization. Text that has been 

separated word for word will produce a text that stands alone in a sentence. Status content and opinions 

generally have imperfect arrangements (typos). It is hoped that with this normalization process the 

meaning of the text will be known by using WordNet Lemmatizer practicing a network of cognitive 

synonyms (synonyms) for tokens (words) based on the large Indonesian language lexicon (dictionary) 

information base from NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit). 

d. Filtering  

Delete or put word options. Here is a process in which the process of filtering words, symbols that are not 

needed in the next process (sentiment analysis). 

1) Stopwords Removes stopwords from reading (for example, removing and, or, this...). This can be tried 

by sorting out the language to be filtered (filter). The NLTK server provides downloadable stopwords 

for language purposes. However, in this research, default stopwords are in English. To filter the 

keywords provided. 

2) Regexp removes words that match the regular expression. The default is set to remove punctuation. 

3) Most Frequent Token, is text separated word by word. This feature will determine how many tokens 

will appear and will be analyzed in a document (cospus). In this research set 1, 000, 000 as the Most 

Frequent Token. 

4) Process word cloud. 

The text preprocessing stage has been carried out, then the data is in the form of separate texts and can be 

viewed in the form of a word cloud on Orange Data Mining. Word cloud can be used to find out the frequency of 

occurrence of the most words. Word cloud shares a display similar to the image above after going through the 

preprocess text. In the results of the image display above, the word cloud with the most frequency of words. If the 

frequency of word occurrences increases, the dimensions of the letters in the word cloud also become larger. Word 

cloud is an alteration or variation to show the results of the preprocess text stage. The style of the words makes the 

display more attractive and easy to understand. The image above is the result of the preprocess text stages of 

information – information which previously contained sentence lines for comments on e-ticket tweets throughout 

October 2022. 
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Figure 4. Word Cloud 

a. Sentiment analysis 

 

                         Figure 5. Widget Sentiment Analysis Orange Data Mining 

The analysis process uses the Vader algorithm to classify polarity (class sentiment) as positive, negative and 

neutral with a total score of compound. Vader will categorize, and give a text score based on the value of each 

word listed in Vader's lexicon. The final result of the evaluation is the total score, which is the compound. It is this 

total score that will be recaptured and the results compared. In analyzing there are several variable attributes that 

you want to focus on which of the features that are used to be analyzed (used features) of the corpus widget are 

the Text trans columns and the translated text that is in each of the comments, the aim of which is to get results in 

the form of positive attributes negative, neutral, and total score (compound). 
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a. Topic Modelling 

 

Figure 6. Topic Modelling 

Topic modeling is a widget that can help us see the words or tweets that you want to delete. This stage is a widget for 

filtering words that are not accepted for analysis. 

b.   Tweet Profiler   

 

Figure 7. Tweet Profiler 

The Tweet Profiler fetches sentiment data from the server for every given tweet (or document). The widget 

sends information to the server, where the model calculates the probability and/or emotion score. The widget 

supports 3 emotion classifications, namely Ekmans, Plutchiks and Profile of Mood States (POMS). There are 3 

categories of emotional classification, namely Ekmans, Plutchiks or Profile of Mood States. Multiple class 

classifications will result in one possible emotion per document, whereas multiple labels will create values in the 
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column for each emotion. This research will use Content attributes for analysis, Ekman's classification of emotions 

with multi-class options and choose to observe the Emotions variables that have been grouped with orange data 

mining. In this study using data from 524 tweets regarding e-tilang. The data that has been crawled using the 

widget from orange data mining with Corpus and linked to the Tweet Profiler. 

c. Table Data 

The data table is also a result reaction to display which attribute is selected to be displayed as output in the 

select column widget on. previous steps. With the help of Twitter crawling data using the API analysis results in 

the sentiment analysis data table, it will be calculated how positive, negative, and neutral by looking at the total 

score (compound) with the calculation formula for numerical data formats.  

 

 

Figure 8. Table Data 

d. Heat Map 

 

Figure 9. Heat Map 
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Heatmap is a visualization or mapping by displaying data with different color representations. Usually, the 

higher the number of a data group, the darker the color, generally symbolized by red. although it can be useful in 

various fields such as statistics, geography, and others. 

e. Histogram 
 

 

Figure 10. Histogram 

The Box Plot widget shows the distribution of attribute values. It's good practice to check any new data with 

this widget to quickly find anomalies, such as duplicate values (eg gray or grey), outliers, and the like. So that 

according to the picture above, we can already conclude or analyze public sentiment regarding electronic fines. 

According to the existing data, there are several categories of sentiment. 

a. Anger means that people are angry about electronic fines according to the results of the analysis of 8 people. 

b. Disgust means that there are 8 people who don't like electronic ticketing related to the results of the analysis. 

c. Fear means that people are afraid of electronic ticketing according to the results of an analysis of 74 people. 

d. Joy means that people are happy about electronic fines according to the results of the analysis of 252 people. 

e. Sadness means that people are sad about electronic fines according to the results of the analysis of 8 people. 

f. Surprise means that the public is shocked by electronic ticketing according to the results of the analysis of 174 

people. 

. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results and discussion, it can be interpreted that of the 524 Tweet data obtained, it can be 

classified into 3 groups, namely Positive, Negative and Neutral sentiments with different opinions and sentiments. 

There were 252 people who had positive sentiments, 98 people had negative sentiments and there were 174 people 

who had neutral sentiments towards electronic tickets (E-Tilang).  
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